1. Introduction B, Grochowski [jl] and J. Bohdanowicz-Grochowska [2] studied'. by syntethic methods a certain oblique projection in projective three-and four-dimensional spaces. 0. Bottema [3J verified the results by analytic means and added some further properties.
In this paper we consider the projection c' of a plane algebraic curve C; the number of double points of C' is derived and their location in the projection plane is determined.
The mapping
In projective 4-space a poiat T is given and two planes Z^ and r 2 through T. Projecting planes are defined as those planes through T which have a straight line in common with Zj and with Tg. Through an arbitrary point A ,(not on X^ or T^) passes a unique projecting plane; its point of intersection with a given projection plane jr (not passing through T) is the projection A' of A into of .
We introduce homogeneous projective point codrdinates Xj^ (1=1,2,3,4,5) in 4-space such that T ». (0,0,0,0¿1 ^f let Z-j and %2 be represented by Let a be an arbitrary plane intersecting. at A^, %2 at A 2 , then TA^A 2 is obviously a projecting plane. Let its intersection with jr be the point L. Henoe all points of the line 1 = A^A 2 , different from A^ and A 2 , have the same projection L.
The mapping has the following singularities* A point A 1 of T 1 different from T has a pencil of projecting planes; projections of ' A^ are all points of a line in sr passing through T 2< Analogously the projections of a point A 2 on %2 are on a line of jr through T^. A third singular plane is t= TT 1 T ?1 with the equations x" = x A = 0; any point of % has t itself as its projecting plane and all points of the line are its projections.
3. The projection of a plane curve Let C be a plane curve of order n. Its plane a has in general an intersection A^ with z^, an intersection A, with an( * an intersection S with t . For the time being we suppose that C does not pass through any of these three points. Let C' be the projection of C. Because the mapping is quadratic the order of C' we have n' = 2a. Let the number of double points of C and C ; be d and d', respectively. There is a (1,1)-correspondence between the points of C and C'; hence C and C' have the same genus: g = g'. A well-known formula gives us To answer the question where the double points of C' are located we remark first of all that the projection of any double point of C is a double point of C'; hence the first term at the right-hand side of (3>2) has been accounted for. C has n points in common with the 3-space y^ = 0 and with the 3-space yg = 0. These points have their projections at T.j and Tg, respectively. Furthermore C has n intersections with the line 1 = A^g, all different from A^ and Agj their projections coincide with the uniqae point L.
The conclusion is: C has an n-fold point at T^> at Tg and at L. Keeping in mind that an n-fold point is equivalent with ij-n(n-1 ) common double points the answer (3.2) is completely accounted for. n' = 2n -m 1 -m 2 -k.
As C' and C hâve the same genus we objtain for the num-
Discussing this result we remark that C has a number of d!j double points different from A^, A 2 and S, which are mapped onto double points of C'; we have
Furthermore m 2 +k of the straight lines of C' pass through T 1 and m^k through T 2 . Hence T., is an (n-m 2 -k)-fold point of C' and is a (n-m-j-k)-fold point. These two points are equivalent with dp .double points:
2 -2n-2n(m 1 +m 2 +2k)+(m 1 +k) 2 +(m 2 +k) 2 +(m 1 +m 2 +2k)J , C has (n-m^-m 2 ) intersections with A^Ar,,, different from A^ and A 2 ,. Hence L is an (n-m-j -m 2 )-fold point of C' f equivalent with d^ double points, where
It is easy to verify that d' = d^+d^+d^, which means that all double points of C ; are determined.
Some examples
If C is a rational curve of order 4 with simple points at T.j, r i' 2 and b, (n=4, d=3. m 1 =m 2 =k=1), than C' is rational and of order n' = 5; T., » ï 2 an <* L are double points of C' which has three more double points, the projections of those of C. Let C be a cubic curve with a double point at S, not passing through A^ or A 2 ; C' is of order 4, with simple points at 'i^ and T 2 and a 3-fold point at L.
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